An extension of the nonadiabatic quantum molecular dynamics approach is presented to account for electronnuclear correlations in the dynamics of atomic many-body systems. The method combines electron dynamics described within time-dependent density-functional or Hartree-Fock theory with trajectory-surface-hopping dynamics for the nuclei, allowing us to take into account explicitly a possible external laser field. As a case study, a model system of H + + H collisions is considered where full quantum-mechanical calculations are available for comparison. For this benchmark system the extended surface-hopping scheme exactly reproduces the full quantum results. Future applications are briefly outlined.
I. INTRODUCTION
During the last decades, the investigation of nonadiabatic phenomena in finite atomic many-body systems has become a vast research field in atomic and molecular physics, quantum chemistry, and related areas, e.g., atomic cluster physics. Nonadiabatic processes are characterized by collision-or light-induced electronic excitations coupled to the nuclear dynamics in molecules or clusters [1] .
Triggered by the availability of powerful laser sources working in the femtosecond regime [2, 3] , experiments have been able to uncover a variety of fascinating (nonadiabatic) phenomena, among them above-threshold dissociation [4] , charge-resonance-enhanced ionization [5] , molecular alignment [6] , ultrafast internal conversion [7] , and Coulomb explosion [8] . Present-day pump-probe techniques allow one to follow the nuclear dynamics in laser-induced processes in real time [9] . In addition, refined scattering experiments have delivered detailed insight into reaction mechanisms in ion-molecule or ion-cluster collisions such as electronic and vibrational excitation, ionization, charge transfer, and fragmentation [10] [11] [12] .
The theoretical description of nonadiabatic processes is a challenging task, as in principle the solution of the timedependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) for the whole atomic many-body system is required for this purpose. Such a fulldimensional quantum-mechanical description is, at present, limited to nature's smallest molecule H 2 + (or D 2 + ) exposed to a laser field in which ionization can be neglected [13, 14] . For the neutral hydrogen molecule, H 2 , an exact quantummechanical solution has been obtained, so far only with a restricted number of degrees of freedom (DOF), e.g., using the fixed-nuclei approximation [15] [16] [17] or restricting the molecule to be aligned along the laser polarization axis [18, 19] . Evidently, for larger systems, approximations are inevitable.
The full quantum-mechanical solution can be circumvented by means of a mixed classical-quantum description, i.e., coupling (not necessarily pure) classical molecular dynamics (MD) for the nuclei to the electronic system described entirely quantum mechanically. The basic problem of such a scheme * Ruediger.Schmidt@tu-dresden.de concerns the way the coupling between the classical and quantum subsystems is treated [20] .
The most straightforward way to realize this coupling results naturally in the mean-field approximation for the nuclear dynamics [21] [22] [23] [24] , often called the Ehrenfest method [20, [25] [26] [27] . In this approximation, the nuclei propagate purely classically on an effective time-dependent potential-energy surface, which is an average over the electronic subsystem. The Ehrenfest method is therefore appropriate for describing situations where the quantum nature of the nuclear motion is negligible (e.g., in high-energy atom-cluster collisions [28, 29] ) and/or calculating mean observables which are not largely affected by quantum effects of the nuclear dynamics (e.g., the mean absorbed energy within a molecule exposed to an intense laser field [30] ). In other words, the Ehrenfest dynamics fails to treat processes which are dominated by the wave-packet dynamics of the nuclei (e.g., in chemical reactions [31] ) and/or to obtain differential experimental quantities which are a priori determined by the inherent quantum nature of the nuclei (e.g., the kinetic-energy release of the products resulting from laseror collision-induced fragmentation of a molecule [11] ).
To overcome the limitations of the mean-field or Ehrenfest dynamics represents a challenging and ongoing field of the time-dependent theory of finite atomic many-body systems [20] . Thereby, the ultimate goal consists of the development of a theory (in any case still approximate) which describes self-consistently the coupled electron-nuclear dynamics on full quantum-mechanical footings. To realize this, very different attempts have been proposed so far. They include a rigorous reformulation of the TDSE by means of a two-component (nuclei and electrons) timedependent density-functional theory (TD-DFT) [32] , an ab initio multiple-spawning MD [33] , and a moment expansion of the density matrix in the exact Ehrenfest equations [34] , as well as a number of ab initio MD methods [35] [36] [37] [38] based on TD-DFT [39] and Tully's surface-hopping mechanism [40] to include electron-nuclear correlations.
The so-called nonadiabatic quantum molecular dynamics (NA-QMD) method developed by our group [21, 22, 41, 42] describes self-consistently electronic excitations (in terms of TD-DFT in the local basis expansion) and classical nuclear motion (in the sense of the Ehrenfest dynamics) in finite atomic many-body systems. With this universal theory, a large variety of very different collision-and laser-induced nonadiabatic processes has been investigated so far (for an overview see [43] ). For collisions this concerns, among other things, the "stopping power" in metallic clusters [28] and fullerenes [29] , the charge transfer in ion-cluster collisions [44] [45] [46] and highly charged ion-molecule collisions [47] , the dissociation mechanisms in collisions between ions and molecules [11] , and the reaction mechanisms in collisional systems as large as fullerene-fullerene reactions [48] . Concerning laser-induced nonadiabatic phenomena, the NA-QMD method was used in the past to study, for example, the isomerization of small organic molecules in femtosecond laser pulses [49, 50] , the excitation of the giant breathing mode in fullerenes [30] , the orientation dependence of energy absorption and relaxation dynamics of C 60 in femtosecond laser pulses [51] , and the alignment, dissociation, and ionization of the molecular benchmark system H 2 + and its mother molecule, H 2 , exposed to intense laser fields [52, 53] . Thereby, the first "complete" study of a molecular system exposed to an intense laser field (i.e., including all electronic and nuclear DOF as well as dissociation and ionization) could be achieved [54] .
This broad range of applications could be realized by systematically extending the theory associated with a permanent improvement or extension of the local basis expansion as the heart of its technical implementation. So the original approximate (not ab initio) version [21] was restricted to conservative systems (i.e., collisional problems) and used Slater-type functions to represent the atomic orbitals (AOs) as basis functions. The following ab initio version [22] made it possible to include explicitly external laser fields and used standard quantum-chemical basis sets [55] [56] [57] to represent the AOs. Later, it was generalized to describe also ionization [41] in a local basis expansion involving additional gridlike Gaussian basis functions. A systematic estimate of the basis-set expansion error has been given in [42] .
In principle, the only physical approximation of the present version of the NA-QMD method consists of the purely classical, i.e., mean-field or Ehrenfest, treatment of the nuclei. With the present series of papers, we develop in this work (Paper I of this series) and apply in Refs. [61, 62] an extended formalism of the NA-QMD. It includes quantum effects in the nuclear dynamics by coupling self-consistently the nonadiabatic equations of motion (EOM) for the electrons with a trajectory-surface-hopping scheme in the adiabatic framework for the nuclei, called nonadiabatic quantum molecular dynamics with hopping (NA-QMD-H).
The original idea for such an approach, i.e., coupling surface hopping with TD-DFT, was first discussed in [35] . Here, in Sec. II, we develop in detail the NA-QMD-H formalism and compare it with other existing ab initio MD methods based on TD-DFT and the surface-hopping technique [36] [37] [38] . Special attention is drawn to a clear presentation of different basis expansions or transformations of the singleparticle wave functions, i.e., time-dependent Kohn-Sham (KS) or Hartree-Fock (HF) orbitals, needed in the NA-QMD-H formalism. We also discuss how the adiabatic limiting case, the so-called quantum molecular dynamics [58] , i.e., classical MD combined with time-independent DFT for the electronic ground state, can be derived from the EOM of the NA-QMD and NA-QMD-H formalisms. The broad range of adiabatic processes, in which electronic transitions are negligible (e.g., collisions with purely rovibrational excitations [59] or lowintensity infrared laser excitations [60] ), can be described in the QMD approximation, which requires significantly less computational effort compared to any nonadiabatic theory (for a review of QMD see, e.g., [58] ).
Finally, in Sec. III we illustrate the relevance of electronnuclear correlations in atomic collisions, intentionally using the simplest possible collision model for the H + + H system. Different measurable quantities are calculated within NA-QMD and NA-QMD-H and compared with exact quantummechanical calculations available for this benchmark system.
Future applications in many-electron systems are briefly discussed in Sec. IV and will be outlined in papers II and III of this series [61, 62] .
II. THEORY
In this section we briefly review the NA-QMD method (Sec. II A), develop its extended NA-QMD-H version (Sec. II B), and discuss the adiabatic QMD limit of both approaches (Sec. II C). The molecular system is first and foremost divided into a quantum subsystem of N e electrons described by a wave function (r 1 σ 1 , . . . ,r N e σ N e ) and a classical subsystem with N i classical particles (ions or nuclei) described by the trajectories R(t) = {R 1 (t) · · · R N i (t)}. Atomic units are used throughout this section.
A. Nonadiabatic quantum molecular dynamics
The NA-QMD method in its present form represents a self-consistent description of electron dynamics within TD-DFT or Hartree-Fock theory (TD-HF) in the basis expansion with classical dynamics for the nuclei. Here, we rederive the respective EOM, slightly extended compared to those in [22] , i.e., including the TD-HF version of the theory.
General formalism
The total action of the mixed quantum-classical molecular system
consists of a classical part,
and a quantum-mechanical part [63] ,
The classical action (2) contains the interaction potential
which describes the Coulomb repulsion of the ions (with masses M A and charges Z A ) as well as the interaction of the ions with a possible external laser electric field E(t).
The quantum-mechanical action (3) contains the manyelectron Hamiltonian
as well as the many-electron wave function , which is represented by a Slater determinant in the framework of TD-DFT or TD-HF. The latter fact allows us to rewrite (3) as
where jσ (r,t) are the time-dependent single-particle functions j for spin σ (σ = ↑,↓) and r denotes the one-electron coordinate. The potential term in (6) reads
and is a functional of the electronic (single-particle) spin densities ρ σ given by
and the total electronic (single-particle) density given by the sum of the two spin contributions,
The external potential V (r,R,t) in (7) includes the electronnuclear attraction and a possible electron-laser interaction potential (in dipole approximation with length gauge),
and A xc is the exchange correlation term which, in the spirit of DFT and HF, can be assumed to be a functional of the single-particle spin density. The equations of motion for the time-dependent KohnSham or Hartree-Fock functions jσ (r,t) and the classical trajectories R A (t) follow from the variational principle applied to the total action (1). By variation with respect to the singleparticle functions one derives the time-dependent equations
with the effective single-particle potential
The exchange-correlation part is unknown in general and thus has to be approximated in practical calculations, e.g., with the adiabatic local spin-density approximation (ALSDA) [64, 65] or with the exact nonlocal Hartree-Fock exchange (for details see [66] ). Thus, Eq. (11) represent either the time-dependent KS or HF equations, and the operator on the right-hand side of (11) is the KS or HF Hamiltonian
The classical equations of motion result from variation with respect to the classical trajectories R A (t) as
in both cases. In principle, the coupled EOM (11) and (14) have to be solved simultaneously with appropriate initial conditions. However, the direct solution of (11) and (14) on a numerical grid would restrict the range of applications of the theory drastically; for example, it would be impossible to consider molecular collisions, laser-induced ionization, or fragmentation owing to the unrealizable numerical effort. Therefore, the core part of the NA-QMD method is a local basis expansion of the single-particle orbitals, as outlined in the next section.
Local atomic basis expansion and effective potential-energy surface
In order to feasibly solve the coupled EOM (11) and (14), the single-particle functions are expanded into a set of local atomic basis functions φ α as
The time-dependent electronic density (9) in the local basis reads
It is convenient to define a variety of matrix elements corresponding to this basis expansion: (i) the overlap matrix
(ii) the (Kohn-Sham) Hamilton matrix
and (iii) the nonadiabatic coupling matrix
as well as (iv) the vector matrices (23) and (v) the combined force matrix
The first term in (24) contains the nonadiabatic couplings B A αβ , whereas the second term gives rise to the force corrections due to the finiteness of the basis set (see below). Due to the dependence of the KS or HF Hamiltonian (13) on the electronic density (16), the Hamilton matrix (18) and the vector matrix (24) depend implicitly on the time-dependent expansion coefficients a jσ α (t). The total energy E tot (t) of the system reads [22] 
The second term E(t) in (25) defines the effective timedependent potential-energy surface for the nuclear dynamics and is given by
with the matrix elements
the exchange correlation energy E xc [ρ](t), and the nuclear potential U (R,t) given in Eq. (4).
Equations of motion in the basis expansion
With the basis expansion (15) and the corresponding matrix elements defined above the time-dependent Kohn-Sham or Hartree-Fock equations (11) follow from the variation of the total action with respect to the time-dependent expansion coefficients as [22] 
and analogously, the classical equations of motion (14) are derived by the variation of the total action with respect to the classical trajectories as
. (31) This set of equations has to be solved self-consistently, as the matrix elements in (30) depend on the classical coordinates and the force on the nuclei in (31) depends on the quantummechanical expansion coefficients. We note that the matrix element K Aσ αβ [see (24) ] contains the nonadiabatic couplings and a velocity-dependent correction term that appears in the forces due to the finiteness of the local basis set. A transparent interpretation of these complicated force corrections, resulting from the incompleteness of the basis {φ α }, has been given in [22] .
As can be explicitly seen from the classical equations of motion (31) or even more directly in Eq. (14), the NA-QMD method represents a mean-field or Ehrenfest approach, as the force is given by an average over the quantum-mechanical subsystem. Nuclear dynamics proceeds fully classically on one effective explicitly time-dependent potential-energy surface, and thus, electron-nuclear correlations are not taken into account.
In order to approximately account for quantum effects in the nuclear dynamics, the formalism must be basically extended, as described in the next section.
B. Nonadiabatic quantum molecular dynamics with trajectory surface hopping
In the following, we go beyond the mean-field version of NA-QMD presented in Sec. II A and extend the theory in order to approximately take into account electron-nuclear correlations by means of a trajectory-surface-hopping scheme. The basic idea of Tully's surface-hopping approach consists of approximating the nuclear wave-packet dynamics by an ensemble of classical trajectories moving on randomly chosen and suddenly changing potential-energy surfaces. The transition (hopping) probabilities between these surfaces are determined by the nonadiabatic couplings between the corresponding states. In doing so, the same initial state leads to an ensemble of different trajectories representing a classically sampled wave packet, disregarding, however, all interference effects.
In the following, for simplicity, we will exclusively make use of the terminology of DFT and call, e.g., jσ (r,t) KS functions. The TD-HF version of the theory follows automatically from the consideration presented in the previous section.
Adiabatic many-particle states and energy surfaces
In this section, we define the adiabatic many-particle states and corresponding (excited) potential-energy surfaces on which the nuclear propagation will proceed in the NA-QMD-H approach.
To this end, we start from the ordinary, field-free, timeindependent ground-state KS equations for a given (fixed) nuclear configuration R,
where χ σ a (r; R) and σ a (R) are the single-particle KS functions and corresponding single-particle energies. The effective single-particle potential V σ gs,s (r,R) is given by
It contains the field-free external potential V (r,R), i.e., the electron-nuclear attraction [Eq. (10) without the laser field], and it is a functional of the ground-state electronic density
and defines the ground-state Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian
The sum in (34) belongs to the lowest occupied states. Now, in order to solve the eigenvalue problem (32) we expand the single-particle states χ σ a (r; R) in the same local basis set {φ α } as in the time-dependent NA-QMD case (15) ,
and thus, the KS equations (32) are converted into their local basis-set representation,
with H σ gs,αβ = φ α |H σ gs |φ β being the ground-state Hamilton matrix.
Note that in Eqs. (36) and (37) and consistently in all following formulas, the Greek indices α,β belong to the local atomic basis set {φ α }, whereas the Latin index a belongs to the adiabatic molecular basis {χ σ a }. For a concise overview, we have summarized in Fig. 1 the relevant notations of and transformations between both basis sets, including those of the time-dependent case, which is needed afterwards.
The eigenvalue problem (37) has to be solved iteratively, as the Hamiltonian (35) depends on the ground-state density (34) and the expansion coefficients U σ aβ (R). Note that this Hamiltonian differs basically from that used in the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations (11) and (30) . Here, we consider the field-free ground state at a fixed classical configuration R, and thus, the energies σ a (R) represent (field-free) single-particle energies in the (ground-state) Kohn-Sham framework for the respective spin.
The many-electron ground state corresponds to a single Slater determinant in the KS formalism, constructed from the occupied single-particle states in (34) . Excited states can be calculated from all adiabatic basis functions {χ σ a } on different levels of approximation [36] [37] [38] . Here we use single-particle excitations in the KS Slater determinants, which have been shown to be well-defined approximations for the real excitation energies in many cases [67, 68] (see also the critical discussion below).
Therefore, the many-electron states corresponding to the adiabatic single-particle states χ . (38) These adiabatic many-particle states are determined by arbitrary occupied single-particle states.
The set of indices
unambiguously defines these configurations, i.e., the contributing (actually occupied) states {χ 
which allow us to select from the total set {χ σ a } the contributing orbitals in (38) , The potential-energy surfaces E {a σ j } (R) ≡ E(R) belonging to the many-particle states in (38) are given by
with the matrix elements (27) - (29) and the exchange correlation energy E xc [ρ](R). In (44), U (R) is the field-free classical interaction potential, i.e., the nuclear-nuclear repulsion [Eq. (4) without the laser field].
Equations of motion
The electron dynamics is furthermore settled by the timedependent KS equations of the NA-QMD (30), while the nuclei are moving, still completely independently, on the time-independent potential-energy surfaces E(R) = E {a 
The electronic EOM (45) are obviously formally the same as in the NA-QMD case (30) . Their solution, however, is different from that of (30) because the nuclear trajectories R(t) are now given by (46) instead of (31). The physical transparent nuclear EOM (46) are formally different from those given in [21] for the adiabatic QMD case [Eq. (A12) in Ref. [21] ], where they are explicitly expressed in local basis-set representation. However, one can easily show that Eq. (46) here and Eq. (A12) in Ref. [21] are identical as long as E(R) belongs to the electronic ground state. In the generalized nuclear EOM (46) , however, all electronic adiabatic many-particle states E(R) = E {a σ j } (R) can occur, whereby the actual surface E(R) is selected randomly during the time evolution by means of Tully's fewest switching algorithm, as described in the next section.
Trajectory surface hopping
In order to define the switching probabilities for the hopping algorithm, we expand the time-dependent singleparticle Kohn-Sham functions into the adiabatic single-particle states χ σ a (r; R) as (see also Fig. 1) jσ (r,t) = 
Analogously, the time-dependent many-particle state for each spin σ ,
is expanded into the adiabatic many-particle states (38) , 
The time-dependent many-particle expansion coefficients C σ {a 
The time-dependent coefficients a jσ a (t) in (50) are obtained from the time-dependent single-particle coefficients of the atomic basis a jσ α (t), resulting from the EOM (45), via the transformation (see also Fig. 1 )
In order to tag quantities which depend on two configurations, {a 
Now, according to Tully's hopping procedure [40] , the transition probabilities g σ {a 
In ( 
respectively, are nonzero only in the case of a one-particle transition, i.e., when the states 
where the primed sum denotes summation over all energy levels below (excluding) the total adiabatic many-particle energy E {b σ j } and the full sum denotes summation over all energy levels up to (including) the total adiabatic many-particle energy E {b σ j } accessible via one-particle excitations from the initial state E {a σ j } . As a consequence, many-particle transitions
FIG. 2. (Color online)
Schematic representation of the surfacehopping procedure in the adiabatic many-electron picture. Initially, at time t 1 , the system is in its ground state. At some later time t 2 , a hop occurs, leading to a singly excited state, and even later, another hop occurs, and the system ends up in a doubly excited state. In this way, many-particle transitions are realized as successive one-particle transitions. Defining the single-particle occupation configuration for each spin as p are realized as successive one-particle transitions (for an illustration see Fig. 2 ). When a hop for spin σ occurs, the kinetic energy has to be adapted in order to guarantee total energy conservation. In the simplest way, this can be done by rescaling all classical velocity components by a common factor connected to the ratio of the kinetic energy after and before the hop. A more refined, but computationally much more demanding, way is to rescale the classical velocity components along the nonadiabatic coupling vector in (56):
If the classical kinetic energy is not sufficient to perform a transition, then the hop is just rejected. In the presence of the laser field the kinetic energy adaption is not applied because the energy is not conserved. With the electronic EOM (45), the nuclear EOM (46), the hopping probabilities (58) , and the chosen velocity rescaling method the essentials of the NA-QMD-H approach are formulated. The method represents a trajectory-surface-hopping approach for atomic many-body systems. The nuclear dynamics do not proceed purely classically due to the nonclassical, probabilistic transitions between potential-energy surfaces.
Remarks and comparison to other approaches
In this section a critical discussion of the approximations, assumptions, advantages, and restrictions of the presented method is given, along with a comparison to existing ab initio MD procedures based on TD-DFT combined with Tully hopping [36] [37] [38] . All three approaches [36] [37] [38] differ considerably from each other (see discussion below). Common, however, to all of them is the use of the plane-wave basis expansion for the KS orbitals. This considerably restricts the range of applications and prevents one from describing, for example, atomic collisions and the following fragmentation processes. In contrast, the heart of our method is based on a local atomic basis expansion, allowing us to handle such situations (see paper II of this series). In addition, as an extension to [36] [37] [38] , it allows us to take into account explicitly a laser field (see paper III of this series). Finally, the present NA-QMD-H approach can be extended to describe and include even ionization (see item (v) below).
The following details are critically discussed and compared.
(i) The electronic excitation energies (44) and thus the forces on the nuclei (46) are based on bare KS excitations, as used in [37] . These excitation energies have been shown to be well-defined approximations [67] to the more accurate excitation energies, calculated, e.g., within linear response TD-DFT [38] . A detailed discussion of this point has also been given in [68] .
In addition, the KS excitations allow the inclusion of, in principle, an unlimited number of excited states, overcoming the limitations of restricted open-shell KS excitations [36] , which are capable of treating only the lowest-lying states. As another advantage, multiply excited states, which are important in the photoisomerization of ethylene [33, 49] , can be treated by KS excitations, whereas linear response TD-DFT only allows one to treat one-particle excitations.
From the numerical point of view, the calculation of the nonadiabatic couplings (56) and diabatic couplings (57) is very efficient with KS excitations, as those between adiabatic Slater determinants are nonzero only in the case of one-particle transitions. Thus, the NA-QMD-H method should allow us to treat rather large systems at relatively moderate computational cost.
We also note that it is crucial to keep track of the adiabatic states between successive time steps. This will be done using a sign consistency procedure based on the maximal delayed overlap of the adiabatic states, in analogy to [69] .
(ii) As in all approaches in [36] [37] [38] , we take the electronic ground state of the system as a reference for the adiabatic states (38) and the Tully hopping procedure (58) , which minimizes the number of hops for a single trajectory (fewest switches algorithm [40] ). However, this choice will limit the application of the theory to short laser pulses, which indeed may induce electronic excitations via (57) but, on the other hand, must be short enough that they do not affect the nuclear motion considerably. For longer pulses, the explicit inclusion of the laser field requires an improved treatment, e.g., the use of time-dependent Floquet states [70] instead of the adiabatic surfaces, which are also used in [71] . This, however, clearly goes beyond the scope of the present work.
(iii) As a peculiarity of our hopping method, we treat both spins separately, as usually done in conventional HF or LSDA calculations. Nevertheless, the separate hopping procedure for both spins represents an approximation, as the action (6) is not separable with respect to the spin contributions. Note, however, that both spin systems are still coupled via the total manyparticle energies (44) , which depend on both spins and build the foundation for the hopping criterion (58). Needless to say, an explicit treatment of a possible time-dependent magnetic field requires a coupled treatment of both spin contributions in the hopping algorithm.
(iv) Instead of a classical path approximation [37] , we treat electronic and nuclear dynamics as being self-consistently coupled. This will allow us to study in the future, in addition to electronic relaxation processes and/or isomerization mechanisms, a large variety of other nonadiabatic phenomena on this level of approximations, e.g., large-amplitude vibrational motion [30] , scattering between complex particles [28, 29] , fragmentation in laser fields [51, 54] , etc.
(v) In principle, the present NA-QMD-H formalism can be extended to include also ionization processes by including ionized surfaces in the hopping procedure, i.e., ionized Born-Oppenheimer surfaces in the case of collisions and ionized Floquet surfaces in the case of laser interaction. In clear contrast to the (mean-field) NA-QMD formalism including ionization [41] , such a theory would offer the possibility to decide explicitly between single-, double-, and higher-ionization channels. Its development represents a great challenge for the future.
The validity and accuracy of all assumptions and approximations will depend on the system under study. Despite that, however, the NA-QMD-H method offers a simple and straightforward extension of the NA-QMD approach, which, in principle, makes it possible to take into account quantum effects in the nuclear motion for systems with a large number of atoms and electrons.
C. Adiabatic quantum molecular dynamics and hierarchy of ab initio MD methods
In summary, we have discussed three types of ab initio MD methods:
(i) By definition, adiabatic QMD describes classical nuclear motion on the Born-Oppenheimer ground-state surface calculated by any ab initio, quantum electronic structure method, i.e., time-independent DFT or HF in our case [43, 58] .
(ii) The NA-QMD method includes electronic excitations but still treats the nuclei classically moving on an effective, explicitly time-dependent potential (Ehrenfest dynamics) [22, [41] [42] [43] .
(iii) The present NA-QMD-H approach, in addition, accounts approximately for quantum effects in the nuclear dynamics by using Tully's surface-hopping procedure.
Thus, all three MD methods represent a kind of hierarchy of ab initio MD approaches with increasing complexity and generality (see Fig. 3 ).
On the other hand, both nonadiabatic approaches should automatically contain the adiabatic QMD limit if electronic transitions are unlikely or unimportant. In [21] we have explicitly shown that the EOM of the QMD can be derived from those of the NA-QMD method (31) if the time scales of electronic and nuclear dynamics are very different (right arrow in Fig. 3) . Evidently, the NA-QMD-H formalism (45) , (46) , and (58) reduces to the QMD limit if all hopping probabilities (53) vanish (left arrow in Fig. 3) .
The circumstances in which this is the case can be entirely recognized by considering the quantities entering the nonadiabatic and diabatic matrix elements (56) and (57), which determine the hopping probabilities (53) . This concerns the nuclear velocitiesṘ in (56) and the electric field E in (57) (as external dynamical parameters for the electrons) as well as the nonadiabatic coupling vector in (56) and the dipole transition matrix element in (57) (as inherent electronic structure properties). Thus, electronic transitions can be suppressed for four reasons:
(i) If the nuclear velocitiesṘ in (56) and thus the kinetic energy of the nuclei are too small, electronic excitations are forbidden by energy conservation as an inherent part of the hopping procedure.
(ii) Energetically allowed hops are strongly suppressed if the nonadiabatic coupling matrix elements (56) vanish; that is, avoided crossings or conical intersections in the adiabatic potential-energy surfaces (44) are lacking.
(iii) A laser field induces transitions only if the field strength E (or intensity) is large enough to create finite hopping probabilities (53) via (57) because the field is described classically in the formalism.
(iv) Even the strongest field strength E is not enough to create transitions as long as the dipole matrix elements in (57) vanish owing to symmetry reasons.
Thus, the NA-QMD-H formalism also provides a physical transparent picture of the complex nonadiabatic mechanisms.
III. CASE STUDY: MODEL SYSTEM OF H + + H COLLISIONS
In order to obtain insight into the mechanism and consequences of the electron-nuclear correlations in nonadiabatic dynamics, we consider here the simplest case: an idealized two-state model of H + + H collisions, which is described in detail below. The fundamental one-electron system, H + + H, or H 2 + , already served as a case study in our previous work on collisions [21] and laser-molecule interaction [22] . Although this model has little to do with reality, it is particularly well suited to deliver a transparent and pedagogically useful insight into the complex nonadiabatic mechanisms.
Here, we will focus in particular on the basic differences of and the general similarities between the NA-QMD and NA-QMD-H formalisms to reveal some principal effects of electron-nuclear correlations in atomic collisions. In addition, we will compare the predictions of both methods with those of exact quantum-mechanical calculations.
A. Collision model
In order to make the approach as transparent as possible we set up the simplest atomic collision model for the H 2 + system (see also [21] ): Only central collisions are considered, and a minimal atomic and molecular basis set is used that allows for nonadiabatic transitions.
The electronic Hamiltonian (13) reads
and the classical interaction potential (4) is simply given by the Coulomb repulsion
with the internuclear distance between the two protons R = |R 1 − R 2 | and the collision axis e z . In this case, the classical EOM of the NA-QMD (31) and NA-QMD-H (46) reduce to a one-dimensional problem for the internuclear distance R. The corresponding time-dependent KS equations (30) and (45) reduce to the time-dependent Schrödinger equation for the expansion coefficients of the one-particle wave function jσ (r,t) ≡ (r,t) in the atomic basis expansion (15) . However, here, we use an adiabatic molecular basis expansion [Eq. (47) ] for the representation of (r,t). This allows us to perform exact quantum-mechanical, NA-QMD and NA-QMD-H calculations on equal footing.
The adiabatic molecular states χ σ a (r; R) ≡ n (r; R) and the corresponding energy levels σ a (R) ≡ E n (R) in (32) are obtained from the solution of (37) by intentionally using the smallest possible set of atomic hydrogen orbitals φ α in (36) that may lead to excitations, i.e., the 1s and 2s functions centered on both nuclei, generating the four molecular states 1sσ u (n = 1), 2sσ u (n = 2), 1sσ g , and 2sσ g . Both σ g states are then excluded in our model for two reasons: First, the σ g states are essentially decoupled from the σ u states and exhibit only a small nonadiabatic coupling; second, in doing so, we end up at the minimal collision model of H + + H exhibiting only two molecular states. The primary nonadiabatic mechanism remains unaffected by this choice, while the model is kept as simple as possible. The energy levels E n (R) are shown in Fig. 4(a) (solid black curves) . These states exhibit only one avoided crossing at R ≈ 0.8 a.u., which is connected with a large nonadiabatic coupling
as shown by the solid black curve in Fig. 4(b) . This gives rise to the following nonadiabatic mechanism: starting initially on the lower potential-energy surface (1sσ u state) at large R, the system crosses the nonadiabatic transition region twice in the course of the collision dynamics, where the avoided crossing may give rise to nonadiabatic transitions between both surfaces. The corresponding diabatic molecular basis set {˜ n (r; R)} provides a convenient framework for exact quantummechanical calculations and is derived from the adiabatic basis set { n (r; R)} by the so-called Smith rotation [72] ˜ 1 (r; R) (63) under the condition of vanishing derivative couplings
Correspondingly, the Smith rotation θ (R) angle is given by
According to the orthogonal transformation (63), the corresponding diabatic energy levels V nn (R) and their respective coupling V 12 (R) are connected with the respective adiabatic quantities by
The diabatic energy levels V nn (R) and their coupling V 12 (R) are also shown in Fig. 4 (green dashed curves). In contrast to the adiabatic energy levels E n (R), the diabatic energy levels cross in the nonadiabatic transition region [ Fig. 4(a) ], whereas their coupling spreads over a large R region compared to the strongly localized coupling D 12 (R) in the adiabatic framework [ Fig. 4(b) ]. We will consider two quantities (observables): first, the mean total kinetic-energy loss E of the colliding system as a function of the center-of-mass impact energy E cm , which in this case is equal to the mean transferred electronic excitation energy at a given E cm due to the lack of internal vibrational DOF, and, second, the differential kinetic-energy spectra of both nuclei P (E), i.e., the probability of measuring the relative kinetic energy E between the nuclei in the exit channel.
B. Exact quantum-mechanical calculations
The one-electron nature of the collision model allows us to perform relatively easy exact quantum-mechanical calculations for the whole collision system. For this purpose, the diabatic representation is the convenient and practical framework (see above). Therefore, we expand the total wave function into the diabatic basis,
Using this, we derive the coupled time-dependent Schrödinger equations for the nuclear wave function n (R,t),
with the reduced mass μ = 918.0 a.u. The initial state is chosen as a traveling Gaussian starting from the 1sσ u surface,
012525-10 with width σ = 0.7 a.u., R 0 = 20.0 a.u., and an initial momentum P R 0 = − √ 2μE cm corresponding to the mean impact energy E cm of the wave packet. Equation (70) is then solved numerically using the code WAVEPACKET [73] by expanding the nuclear wave function in a basis of plane waves and applying the split-operator scheme [74] . We use an equally spaced radial grid with 2000 grid points ranging from 0.06 to 32.0 a.u. The time step is t = 0.1 a.u. The final time is set to t f ≈ μ |P R 0 | × 40.0 a.u., which represents an estimate of the return of the wave packet to its initial center.
The mean kinetic-energy loss
is calculated from the expectation values of the kinetic energȳ
withĒ kin (t = 0) ≡ E cm . The differential kinetic-energy spectrum P (E) of the nuclei is obtained from the momentum representation of the nuclear wave function at t = t f as
C. NA-QMD calculations
In contrast to the exact quantum-mechanical approach (see above), the nuclear degrees of freedom are treated classically in NA-QMD and NA-QMD-H. In these methods, the adiabatic basis expansion (47) of the electronic wave function reads (r,t) = 2 n=1 a n (t) n (r; R), (75) with the adiabatic expansion coefficients a jσ a (t) ≡ a n (t). In the case of the NA-QMD approach, this leads to the mixed quantum-classical equations of motion,
with the effective time-dependent potential-energy surface [see (26) ], except now in the adiabatic representation,
The initial state is an ensemble of classical trajectories starting from the 1sσ u surface, i.e., a 1 (t = 0) = 1. The initial internuclear distances R and momenta P R are chosen randomly according to the Wigner distribution W (R,P R ) of the quantummechanical initial state (71) ,
corresponding to the central impact energy
, the mean initial distance R 0 = 19.0 a.u., and σ = 0.7 a.u., as in (71) . This allows a meaningful comparison of the differential kinetic-energy spectra P (E) with the quantum-mechanical spectra (74) .
Equations (76)- (78) are integrated using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme with a time step t = 0.01 a.u. The final time t f is defined by R(t f ) = R 0 , i.e., the return of the trajectory to its starting point after scattering. For convergence, a total of N traj = 1000 trajectories with different initial conditions R and P R for each impact energy E cm is sufficient.
The kinetic-energy loss is given by
is the mean kinetic energy in the exit channel. The kinetic-energy spectrum P (E) is obtained from a smoothed histogram of the final kinetic energies E =
corresponding to different initial conditions.
D. NA-QMD-H calculations
Analogously, starting from the basis expansion (75), the equations of motion for the NA-QMD-H method are given bẏ a n (t) = −iE n (R)a n (t)
with the actual time-independent potential-energy surface [see (44) ]
The change of the surface is enabled via Tully hopping, and the general quantities (53), (54) , and (55), as defined in Sec. II B, reduce to
A mn = a * m a n ,
The system switches from E (i) ζ < g nm , where ζ is a uniform random number (0 ζ 1), and (ii) there is a sufficient amount of kinetic energy, i.e.,
In the case of a switch, the kinetic energy is adapted by momentum rescaling.
The initial conditions, numerical parameters for solving Eqs. (82)-(84), and the definition of the kinetic-energy loss E and kinetic-energy spectra P (E) are the same as in the NA-QMD calculations (see above). For convergence, however, a total of N traj = 10 000 trajectories for each impact energy E cm is necessary because for each initial condition R and P R an ensemble of trajectories also has to be considered.
E. Results and discussion
Due to the simplicity of the model (two states with the lower state being the initial one, one avoided crossing passed twice, no internal vibrational DOF), the results, shown in Fig. 5 , can be interpreted and understood in detail.
In Fig. 5(a) , the mean kinetic-energy loss E as a function of the impact energy E cm is presented. Evidently, the results obtained in all three methods are qualitatively and quantitatively the same. At low impact energy E cm 35 eV, the collision proceeds elastically with zero energy loss and thus no electronic excitation. With increasing E cm , nonadiabatic transitions to the higher potential-energy surface E 2 (R) become important, and the energy loss reaches a maximum at E cm ≈ 74 eV, with E ≈ 9 eV almost corresponding to the asymptotic difference in the potential-energy surfaces E 2 (∞) − E 1 (∞) ≈ 10 eV [see Fig. 4(a) ] and thus to the maximal possible energy loss. Hence, this maximum appears due to a constructive interference of electronic transitions of the first and second passings of the nonadiabatic coupling region [with final-state populations |a 2 (t f )| 2 ≈ 1 and |a 1 (t f )| 2 ≈ 0] and can be qualitatively understood already within Landau-Zener-Stückelberg theory [21, 75] . At larger impact energies E cm 74 eV, the optimal conditions for this constructive interference disappear, leading to a natural decrease of E with increasing E cm [75] . Summarizing this part, from the present analysis one can conclude that electron-nuclear correlations do not show up as long as integral quantities (like E) are considered.
The situation changes drastically when more differential quantities, like the kinetic-energy spectra of the nuclei P (E), are considered. In Fig. 5(b) , these spectra are shown for three impact energies (E cm = 50,80,and 129 eV). The (correct) quantum-mechanical results generally exhibit a double-peak structure (corresponding to the two possible reaction channels within the model), with one peak centered at E cm (elastic scattering) and the second one at E cm − [E 2 (∞) − E 1 (∞)] ≈ E cm − 10 eV (inelastic scattering). Thereby, the relative peak heights measure the degree of inelasticity: In the weakly nonadiabatic region I (with E cm = 50 eV and E ≈ 2.8 eV), the elastic peak dominates over the inelastic one, whereas the opposite is the case in the optimal transfer region II (with E cm = 80 eV and E ≈ 8.6 eV). In the high-energy region III (with E cm = 129 eV and E ≈ 4.5 eV), again, the elastic peak height exceeds the inelastic one.
In contrast (and as expected), the NA-QMD results generally exhibit only one (average) peak, with peak positions, however, corresponding to the mean values of the doublehumped quantum-mechanical distributions. The spectra obtained within the NA-QMD-H approach reproduce (somewhat surprisingly) quantitatively the exact quantum-mechanical results, demonstrating that for this toy model the surfacehopping mechanism accounts completely for the quantum nature of the nuclear motion.
IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In summary, we presented an extension of the NA-QMD method [21, 22, 41, 42] to account for electron-nuclear correlations in the dynamics of finite atomic many-body systems. This scheme, which we term NA-QMD-H, self-consistently couples quantum dynamics for the electrons within TD-DFT (or TD-HF) with trajectory-surface-hopping dynamics for the nuclei and thus approximately accounts for quantum effects in the nuclear dynamics.
We added a detailed and critical discussion of the basic assumptions and possible improvements or extensions of the method. Differences and similarities of the approach compared to other state-of-the-art MD approaches were outlined as well.
We presented a systematic hierarchy of ab initio MD approaches with increasing complexity and generality and discussed under which circumstances any nonadiabatic MD merges into the adiabatic QMD limit. Going from bottom to the top in Fig. 3 , this hierarchy also suggests that the present formalism of the NA-QMD-H method is the result of a continuous and systematic extension and generalization of the basic QMD. The ultimate goal in this ongoing development must be to include also quantum coherence effects in the nuclear dynamics.
Finally, intentionally using the simplest possible two-state collision model of H + + H, we demonstrated exemplarily the relevance of electron-nuclear correlations in atomic collisions by comparing the results of the mean-field NA-QMD and the correlated NA-QMD-H with exact quantum calculations. While both approaches describe mean observables very well (total kinetic-energy loss E as a function of the impact energy E cm ), only the NA-QMD-H approach also reproduces the full quantum results for differential quantities (kinetic-energy spectra P (E) of the particles).
We plan to apply the NA-QMD-H approach first to atomatom, atom-molecule, and atom-cluster collisions, and we will also elaborate the electronic and vibrational excitation patterns in comparison with existing, still unexplained, experimental data [61] (paper II of this series). Another field of future applications concerns the excited-state relaxation dynamics of photoexcited organic molecules [62] (paper III of this series).
